
Talking  Points:  Animation
Character Design

A  collection  of  imagery  and  sources
designed to introduce pupils to character
design in animation.

Please  note  that  this  page  contains  links  to
external websites and has videos from external
websites  embedded.  At  the  time  of  creating,
AccessArt checked all links to ensure content is
appropriate  for  teachers  to  access.  However,
external websites and videos are updated and that
is beyond our control. 

Please let us know if you find a 404 link, or if
you feel content is no longer appropriate. 

We strongly recommend as part of good teaching
practice that teachers watch all videos and visit
all  websites  before  sharing  with  a  class.  On
occasion there may be elements of a video you
would prefer not to show to your class and it is
the teacher’s responsibility to ensure content is
appropriate. Many thanks. 

*If you are having issues viewing videos it may be
due  to  your  schools  firewall  or  your  cookie
selection. Please check with your IT department.*

This resource is free to access and is not a part
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of AccessArt membership.

Pixar: Designing Inside Out Characters

Pixar Animation Studios’ character art director
Albert  Lozano  joins  Variety’s  David  Cohen  to
reveal the thinking behind the ingenious emotions
of the hit “Inside Out.” – Variety

Questions to Ask Children

Can you think of some different shapes that you
feel  describe  joy,  sadness,  anger,  fear  and
disgust?

Which features have the animators used to express
the character?

Which character is your favourite? Why?

Kung Fu Panda

Raymond Zibach, Production Designer gives insight
into how characters were designed on Kung Fu Panda

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AiTEa78XUBk


and the importance actors give to the intricate
designs and expressions of their characters. –ACMI

Questions to Ask Children

What’s  your  favourite  animal?  What  kind  of
personality might it have?

Which features have the animators used to express
the character eg, facial features? nose? eyes?
mouth? Or other features?

What Makes Good Character Design?

In this interview series with Disney Animation
Studio Artists, animators talk about what is a
good character design for each artist. – MoGraph
Mentor

Questions to Ask Children

After watching this video what do you think is the
most important feature of character design to you?

Disney Dream Job Series

Questions to Ask Children

What is your favourite animated character, why?

What would you like to see more of in animated
characters?  This  might  refer  to  appearance,
values, temperament etc.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_AhTByKTjXU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N_O8Vr0D1z4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N_O8Vr0D1z4


You May Also Like…
AccessArt Olympics

Explore  projects  to  celebrate  the  2024
Olympics

Visual Notes
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Find  out  how  pupils  can  respond  to
artists work in sketchbooks

Show me what you see

Enable  close  looking  and  drawing  with
this exercise
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